Installation Profile

SAIL Plein Air, Quebec City, QB
SAIL Plein Air is a massive big box store specializing in
outdoor gear. The store sells over 600 outdoor brands in
men’s, women’s, kid’s clothing, hunting, fishing, camping
gear and more.

Products Used
• MA-725F
MA-725F Matrix Amplifier
F-1300BT &1300BT Wide-dispersion Speaker
•• F-1000BT

F-1000BTProjection Speaker
•• PJ-200W
• PJ-200

Purpose
Being a newly built multi-zone box store, a reliable, high-quality audio system was required
in order to enable effective communication, bolster safety and security, and offer
pleasant background music for shopping patrons.

Challenges
There were no real challenges as this was a fairly straightforward scenario, ideal for TOA’s
MA-725F Matrix Amplifier.

Solution
TOA’s MA-725F Matrix Amplifier provided an all-in-one answer. The MA-725F Amplifier
provided user-friendly controls and a generous amount of independent inputs and outputs
to meet the needs of the large, multi-zone store. TOA worked closely with a consultant
and integrator to ensure proper installation. Additionally, the TOA design team devised an
audio system utilizing a combination of wide-dispersion speakers and projection speakers to
ensure full sound coverage.

Feedback
The placement and quality of the speakers produces high-quality, intelligible sound heard
evenly throughout the entire store. The management’s expectations were exceeded.
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